CORNOR RECORD (SEARCH)

Tract or
Survey No. 

Cor. 
No. R-3

Hego  
County TILL.

State ORE.

#828

CORNOR MONUMENT FOUND

CAUDLE 1886 SET A POST AND MARKED (G16)
A 30" SNAE, S. 51° E., 47 LKS.
A 40" SNAE, N. 68° W., 10 LKS.

THREE TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND

N. WHITMORE 1957 FOUND A 30" SNAE, S. 51° E., 47 LKS. WITH
MARKS, 16 1/2 FT, BARK SCRIBED 4S / 30 BT.

HE FOUND 40" SNAE, N. 68° W., 10 LKS. WITH MARKS ROTTED OFF.

HE MARKED 2 BTTs:
A 18" ALDER, 5.6 X 4 FT, BARK SCRIBED 4S 30 BT (IT IS
NOW A SAWED OFF STUMP WITH MARKS SHOWING).

LOCATING CORNER RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER

A 14" ALDER, N. 79° W., 7/1 FT, BARK SCRIBED 4S 19 BT.

LEGEND ROAD HAS DESTROYED THE CORNER POINT AND BOTH
A WITNESS. IN USING WHITMORE'S S.W. ALDER AS A WITNESS I DE-
TERMINE THE TRUE CORNER POINT.

Leonard Whitmore, Tech.

Tillamook, ORE.

2-14-60

CORNOR RECORD (PERPETUATION)

MONUMENT: DESCRIBE NEW MONUMENT SET, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING MONUMENT

THE TRUE CORNER POINT IS LOCATED IN THE WEST WHEEL

GAULDY ROAD.

A 3" X 3" POST 40" HIGH MARKED "WC".

ACCESSORIES: DESCRIBE NEW BTTs, WITNESS OBJECTS ETC. ESTABLISHED, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING EVIDENCE

I MARK 2 NEW WITNESSES FROM TRUE CORNER POINT:

56" SAWED OFF SNAE, 5.70° E., 177 FT. TO FACE MKD 4S 30 C SB T.

50" SAWED OFF SNAE, N. 41° E., 61 FT. TO FACE MKD 4S 19 C SB T.

Leonard Whitmore, Deputy, 1960

2-27-60
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